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21 Australian legal editors working for you. FirstPoint editors have local legal
qualifications, local experience and Australia-wide expertise.
You have the latest cases. In less than 48 hours, we add point-of-law classifications,
litigation history and case relationships to more than 90% of new FirstPoint cases.
Use FirstPoint status flags and know sooner if your case authority has been doubted or
overturned. The flags are updated within 48 hours of receiving a citing case.
When time is short, use "FirstPoint Verified". The legal editors have highlighed the most
significant case and legislation references for you.
In addition to "FirstPoint Verified", continue your research with "Other References" – a list
of more cases and legislation provisions cited by your case.
FirstPoint is powered by the Australian Digest. Browse the FirstPoint classification key
and locate more judgments - including obscure judgments - on your point of law.
If you need a fast brief on selected cases - more than court catchwords - read an on-point
summary by our legal editors.
Find and download the best authorities. FirstPoint is integrated with the largest range of
authorised and specialist law reports - including the Commonwealth Law Reports.
Don't miss an important development. Create a customised alert on practice areas and
points-of-law that matter to you.
What are others saying about your case? "Related Documents" gives you expert
commentary, relevant articles, analysis and encyclopedia content.
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No other Australian case law tool provides this much guidance around bare judgments,
so soon after receipt.
FirstPoint is powered by the Australian Digest, which has tracked and classified
Australian law for more than 80 years.
The FirstPoint classification key is simple and easy to browse. The key covers, succinctly,
over 19,000 points of law. It grows and evolves every year, with the law.
Only FirstPoint is integrated with the authorised reports of the High Court, Federal Court,
Fair Work Commission, SA, WA, Tasmania, ACT and NT published by Thomson Reuters.

And only FirstPoint is integrated with such a diverse range of specialist law reports, from
the Australian Criminal Reports, to the Federal Law Reports and the Local Government
and Environmental Reports of Australia.
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